IH 1200 PLANTER GAUGE WHEEL SCRAPER INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 2004 AND NEWER PLANTER

**CHOOSE THE RIGHT SCRAPER FOR YOUR IH 1200 PLANTER**

- This scraper will work on early 2002 IH 1200 and newer models of planters that have a 5/8” x 3” bolt. The serial # CBJ0001610 is when the change was made to the gauge wheel.

- Older planter gauge wheel arms in 2001 on IH 1200 and earlier 800-955 IH planters had a water pump bearing with a shaft sticking out that has a roll pin hole in it and in the arm. There is a different scraper for these. Be sure to specify what planter you have when you order.

- Now you are ready to install your gauge wheel scraper to the IH 1200 planter arms.

-- Gauge Wheel Arms-----Right side Gauge Arm has 5/8” left hand threaded bolt and the Left Side Gauge Arm has a 5/8” right hand threaded bolt.

---REMOVE GAUGE ARM AND WHEEL
---REMOVE 5/8" BOLT FROM GAUGE ARM
---USE THE PICTURE BELOW FOR DIRECTIONS

IF THE GAUGE WHEEL SCRAPER BRACKET RUBS THE TIRE/RIM ON THE INSIDE, THEN
BEFORE INSTALLING THE PLASTIC SCRAPER, PRY THE BRACKET AWAY FOR THE TIRE
FAR ENOUGH TO ELIMINATE THE RUBBING

NOW INSTALL THE PLASTIC SCRAPER

IMPORTANT: REMOVING SHIM WASHERS ALLOWS THE
GAUGE WHEEL TIRE TO COME IN CONTACT WITH DOUBLE
DISC OPENERS. IF ALL SHIMS ARE REMOVED AND THE
TIRE DOESN'T MAKE CONTACT WITH THE DISC, TIRE MAY
HAVE TO BE REPLACED.